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Toy Models 

• Accretion disk feeding onto 
SMBH

– Causes strong emission 
that can affect galaxy 
evolution

• Outer dusty torus 

– Obscure central SMBH from 
view, altering observational 
characteristics (e.g. Type 1, 
Type 2 spectra)



Type 1 & Type 2 AGN
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~4000 Luminous X-Ray-selected AGN

L(2-10keV) > 1043 ergs s-1

All with spectroscopic redshifts
in Stripe82X + COSMOS



Stripe82X

~1700  Luminous X-Ray-selected AGN

LX > 1043 ergs s-1



Spectral Energy Distributions (FUV-to-FIR) for 
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UV-excess QSOs
S+89; E+94
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Spectral Energy Distributions (FUV-to-FIR) for 
Luminous X-Ray (+Herschel) AGN in the Stripe82X Survey

  

4.  RESULTS 

To investigate the range of SED shapes of the luminous 
X-Ray+FIR selected AGN sources in our sample, we 
first renormalize the UV-FIR SEDs by the stellar 
(galaxy) luminosity component at 1µm in order to 
better reveal the relative strength of the AGN features 
with respect to those features normally associated 
shown in Fig. 3, where the color of the lines connecting 
the photometric data points indicates the X-ray 
luminosity, LX, of each source. Figure 3 illustrates that 
the AGN features for the sources in our sample show a 
broad spread in relative strength: relative to the galaxy 
luminosity at 1µm, both the UV continuum 
corresponding to AGN BBB (λ=0.1-0.4µm) and the 
MIR continuum associated with the ADT (λ=5-25µm) 
vary by almost 2dex. This might suggest that dust 
absorption is playing a significant role in determining 
how much direct emission from the AGN escapes along 
our line of sight.   Indeed, all of our sources also show 
strong FIR emission (λ ~25-500µm) with λpeak ~40-
60µm, characteristic of thermal emission from warm 
dust (WD: TWD ~ 50-100oK). Figure 3 shows that the 
WD emission appears to dominate the emission from 
the two main SED components directly associated with 
the AGN, i.e. the BBB and ADT, with LWD/LBBB and 
LWD/LADT in the range ~2-30.   
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5.  DISCUSSION 

In a companion study of the much larger Stripe 82X 
sample (1597 sources) of luminous X-Ray selected 
AGN (Hamblin et al. 2018), it was demonstrated that 
SEDs of the “low-LX” sources (1043 < LX < 1044 erg/s) 
and “high-LX” sources (LX > 1044 erg/s) were 
significantly different, with the former exhibiting 
weaker AGN components (BBB and ADT), presumably 
due to absorption by dust along the line of sight.  
Indeed, both the low-LX and high-LX sources showed 
evidence for relatively strong mid-infrared emission at 
10µm, which could be due to the short-wavelength 
“Wien-tail” of cool dust emission whose emission peak 
would then be at wavelengths beyond 10µm.   However 
the FIR (Herschel-SPIRE) data available for the Stripe 
82X sample at λ>10µm was not sensitive enough to 
yield detections of more than a few percent of the total 
number of objects; these are the sources that are being 
presented in this paper.     

In order to follow the analysis procedures used for the 
larger X-Ray selected sample, we again split our 
sample of X-Ray + FIR selected sources into Low-LX 
and High-LX bins, in Fig. 4. Unlike what was seen in 
the larger X-Ray selected sample, the smaller sample of 
X-Ray+FIR selected sources does not display a 

Figure 3.    SEDs of all 90 FIR+X-Ray sources.  Line colors correspond to log (LX) for each source.  
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COSMOS

~2250 Luminous X-Ray-selected AGN

LX > 1043 ergs s-1





• 2-deg2 Field

• 30 - 40 continuum 
points per source

The COSMOS Field



SED vs. LX



Spectral Classifications

• Spectroscopic 
classification 
available for 50% of 
sources

– Type 1 - 37%

– Type 2 - 63% 



LX vs Spectral Type



• Both Type 1&2 
sources can 
exhibit strong 60-
100μm emission

• Type 2 sources 
exhibit little to no 
BBB or Dusty 
Torus emission



FIR “bump” (20-200um) is real feature 

Radio loud

Radio quiet

Why is the above picture different than what was observed for sources in the PG BQS  ???

Full X-Ray to Radio SED







Full “PG QSO” selection criteria = UV-excess + Type1 +  MB < -23 





4π Dust Component
must be a common feature of AGN



BPT Analysis of “Type 2” AGN

Seyfert 2 - 62%

Composite - 19%

Star Forming - 19%

Seyfert 2

Star Forming

Composite



Optical Classification Breakdown
of Luminous AGN

Type 1 37%

Seyfert 2 39%

Composite 12%

Star Forming 12%



Summary
SEDs (FUV-to-FIR) for Luminous X-Ray AGN in Stripe82X + COSMOS

Assuming that X-Ray selection is the best method for selecting luminous AGN:

1. The median SED for “UV-excess” QSOs compiled ~30yrs ago is not representative 
of the general population of luminous AGN.

2. The median SED for “X-ray-selected” luminous AGN has a moderately strong FIR 
(~20-200μm) “bump”, where the median νLν(60μm) / νLν(1μm) ~ 6.5  .

3. The range of  νLν(60μm) / νLν(1μm) in our sample of ~4000 AGN is ~ 2-50, where 
the highest values are similar to the values found for “warm” ULIRGs.

4. AGN with large “FIR bumps” typically are strongly reddened in the UV.  

… and finally:      
UV-excess QSOs  are not representative of the majority of luminous AGN
Obscured  QSOs are  representative of the majority of luminous AGN

“BCD-III”:      Sesto, Italy, 1-5 July, 2019


